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John Forsell and his students 1930.
Jussi is far right.

Jussi’s Three Debuts at the Stockholm Opera
By Nils-Göran Olve

A

s readers of this journal may know
Jussi Björling’s first role in opera
was the tiny part of the Lamplighter in Manon Lescaut, a role which is only 18
bars long – but most of them solo – in that
opera’s third act. That was on 21 July 1930,
and the venue was of course the Stockholm
Opera, or as it says on the poster “Kungl.
Teatern” — an abbreviation for “Kungliga
Teatern” — The Royal Theatre. If you can
master rudimentary Swedish you can find
it and much of the data that I will cite in
this article on https://www.operan.se/en/
archives/. Jussi’s landlords, Mr. and Mrs.
Svedelius, attended the performance, but he
missed Jussi’s appearance as it lasted only
about one minute.
According to the rules in those days
such a small part did not count as a debut.
Jussi, like other singers, had to make three
debuts as proof of his readiness for employment. The first was Don Ottavio in Mozart’s
Don Giovanni 20 August 1930 — one
month after the Lamplighter. In the meantime he had performed the Lamplighter
once more plus another minuscule part, so
the debut was his fourth performance. But
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before we go deeper into that we need to
understand the kind of employer the Stockholm Opera of those days was, into which
successful debuts could provide entry. Then
this article will trace the circumstances
behind each of the three debuts, in turn.
The system of repertoire theatre, a permanent ensemble – and debuts
There were few opportunities for opera
singers in Sweden in 1930. The title was
used also by operetta singers, and there
were temporary opera groups which sometimes toured the countryside. Otherwise
the Stockholm Royal Opera and the Grand
Theatre in Gothenburg (actually quite a
small theatre seating about 600, and still in
existence) were the only possibilities. The
latter had put on ambitious opera productions during the twenties with Martin Öhman and a young soprano named Kirsten
Flagstad, in addition to operetta and spoken
theatre, but some years into the thirties it
would focus entirely on operetta.
Opera training existed only in Stockholm as a co-venture of the Royal Conservatory of Music and the Royal Opera. So if you

hoped to become an opera singer you would
aim for this theatre. It had a permanent
ensemble, if without today’s guaranteed employment. There were at least forty soloists
who could be required at short notice to
take part in those operas that management
chose, and if they wanted to accept invitations to perform elsewhere they needed
permission. The repertoire was finally decided on a week-by-week basis, so they had
to be on hand and receive their schedules at
fairly short notice. This ensemble handled
all parts, except for rare guest appearances
by Swedes who had established themselves
abroad and by foreign stars. Those then
joined an existing production for a night or
two, usually without more than a few hours
rehearsal. Operas like Faust or Tannhäuser
were performed in similar ways in most
of the world’s opera houses. At least this
applied to how the characters were understood and moved on stage – for these two
operas musical versions would vary.
Of course premieres or revivals of
works that had long been absent required
planning and rehearsals, but mostly it was
expected that an opera which had been
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other singers might think of the newcomer
might take part in 100 performances during
as a competitor for the limited number of
the season. New productions were obviouspositions, and the audience members who
ly rehearsed, but if you just succeeded an
were frequent visitors would compare him
older colleague in a role, rehearsing with a
or her with predecessors in the same role.
pianist in a small studio might be deemed
That debuts should be three in number was
sufficient. Some singers were so established
an old tradition. Already in 18th century
that they “owned” their parts for decades,
France there seems to have been a demand
and those might deign to rehearse only if
for qualified candidates to make debuts
they had to meet a new singer in a leading
during the first month of the season as a
part.
kind of proof of their abilities, after which
In the mid-1930s when he was well esaudience reactions and management
tablished at the Royal Opera but also in dedetermined if this was a singer (or dancer)
mand for appearances elsewhere, Jussi did
who should remain. Those who failed would
18-19 roles per season for a total of almost
have to try their luck elsewhere.
80 performances. Singers who mostly did
In Stockholm debutants were singers
small parts would average more. And they
who had attended the Opera College (at
were of course not quite the same operas
that time closely linked to the Royal Opera)
every year. Singers had to be able to “brush
or learnt their craft abroad, and they could
up” things they once had studied, and came
rarely count on a good position or a reaback to every few years, remarkably quickly.
sonable salary straightaway. A young singer
Given a week’s advance warning, it seems
would normally become a “stipendiary” (in
very likely they could have performed any
Swedish: stipendiat), a stage which most
among 30 or so roles — at least after a few
singers at the Stockholm Opera in those
years in the company.
Jussi as Don Ottavio 20 August 1930
days had to pass. During one or two years
A lot comes back when you enter a sitand for a salary close to starvation they
uation where scenery, colleagues, tempi etc.
given the previous year should be possible
would be coached to enter a range of roles
are familiar. And they were singing in their
to take up again without much preparation.
within the current repertoire, and in that
own language. A very different idea of what
The previous season, 1929/30, the Royal
way make themselves useful. For the theatre
constitutes a good opera performance from
Opera had performed 50 different operas,
such apprentices were an investment, betoday, when we are so occupied with new
in addition to ballets. At this time there
cause they required help from experienced
interpretations and concepts. For a singer
were few of the latter, only four that had
rehearsal pianists and assistant directors –
with his strong roots before the turn of the
been given a few times each. The number of
but not always on stage and with orchestra.
century the general manager John Forsell
performances for each opera varied widely.
Only when the singer had become equally
was surprisingly modern in encouraging
That season there had been eight that were
valuable as her or his colleagues would
new works and theatrical ideas, not least
new, at least to Stockholm, among them the
normal employment be offered. This was a
visual ones. But with a large repertoire,
Manon Lescaut into which Jussi Björling
cheap way for the theatre to exploit young
productions are long-term investments and
now had to fit in as Lamplighter, because
hopeful singers. For instance, one generaneed to be maintained so that they can be
it continued to be played from time to
tion later Margareta Hallin was stipendiary
“mobilized” without much rehearsal. The
time. With Carmen it had been one of the
for two seasons; when after two years the
orchestra was much smaller than now, so
1929/30 season’s big successes with 14–15
25-year-old finally became a “soloist” in
every musician would be used every night
performances of each. Many operas were
1956 she already had been a guest at the Vi(if his instrument was required by the
given only once per year, for instance the
enna State Opera as the Queen of the Night!
composer) and know every work in the
big Wagner operas that the core audience
Successful debuts had a career value
repertoire. As would the chorus.
wanted to see annually.
also for singers who then went elsewhere.
To be considered for one of the few
So becoming employed at the Opera
But normally they were the needle’s eye on
new openings singers needed to survive the
meant to enter a production system where
the path towards an intended life-long em“test of fire” of actually taking part in some
you learnt a number of new roles each year,
ployment which would go on until the age
real performances. Often this meant to join
but also had to be prepared to do at least
of 53 (men) or 50 (women). This was the
well-established colleagues in any suittwenty to thirty roles in the permanent
system of the state-run Royal Opera during
able production which formed part of the
repertoire, big and small, more or less
most of the 1900s.
repertoire, after just a few rehearsals. The
without rehearsals. An established soloist
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(Confusingly, “stipendiat” in Swedish
applies to any recipient of a grant, so for instance recipients of the annual Jussi Björling
award also may be called so. In recent years
that award has been given to very established
singers like Nina Stemme — a very different
story. The grants given by the Swedish Jussi
Björling Society are called “prizes” that often
function as scholarships, as they are given to
young and promising singers.)
First debut: Don Ottavio
So this was the background when Jussi
Björling made his first debut there on 20
August 1930. Everyone studying his career
has marvelled at this: he was only 19½ years
old. Sure enough he had great experience in
public singing, but were his voice and acting
ability really ready for a long and demanding part as Don Ottavio in Mozart’s Don
Giovanni (or Don Juan as it was then called
in Sweden)?

Olve: Jussi’s Three Debuts at the Stockholm Opera
John Forsell obviously thought so –
the Royal Opera’s plenipotent leader and
Jussi’s teacher. He had already given his
pupil stage exposure in two small parts
during the preceding month: twice as the
Lamplighter in Manon Lescaut, and once
as a poet named Nightingale in Bellman,
a musical play based on melodies by that
historic singer–songwriter in 18th century
Sweden. Probably it was the major trade fair
“the Stockholm Exhibition” that summer
1930 which had caused the opera season to
start already 16 July. When Don Juan was
performed the next month it had a more
specific reason: in the archives it is called
“Festive performance on the occasion of the
2nd International Congress of Pediatrics”.
In press collections we discover that
the performance was broadcast. Swedish
Radio was in its infancy, and to allow room
for an entire opera in its (of course one
and only) programme may yet have been
uncommon. Furthermore this
special performance commenced at 20.30, so it must
have ended not long before
midnight. In the tableau we
learn that the weather report
would have to be moved to
the interval, rather than being broadcast at its customary hour.
The same day as the
performance readers of
Svenska Dagbladet could
learn about a leaked internal
memorandum which the
head of the Opera John
Forsell had sent to his
artists. In it he writes about
the “unwritten verdict of
the public” which will
condemn those who do not
“take care of their bodies
in a healthy manner”. “The
heavyweights of the Opera”
should reduce their weight,
and in Gösta Björling’s
John Forsell as Don
Giovanni 1898
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book about his brother we read how Forsell
criticized Jussi’s girth already at this time.
But before we ponder how this Don
Juan may have been perceived by its contemporaries I want to comment on what I
wrote above about debuts. Compared with
other debutants Jussi was an exception.
He still attended the Opera school and the
Music Conservatory and would continue
to do so during the autumn of 1930. And
yet he seems to have become a “stipendiary” already before his first debut. His
studies with Forsell that summer must have
focused on his upcoming debut, and it must
have felt nerve-racking and challenging.
That “the boss” himself did the title role that
20 August must have played a part also, for
better or worse.
For John Forsell, Don Juan was one of
his most important roles. At the Stockholm Opera he had done it more than 100
times since 1898, and there would be a
few more until a last one on tour with the
Royal Opera in Riga 1935 – also with Jussi
as Ottavio. Forsell had sung the part in the
early years of the century in Copenhagen,
London and Berlin, and in other German
towns, but not during his solitary season
at the Metropolitan 1909/10. A little more
than a week after Jussi’s debut (29 August
1930) Forsell made a guest appearance in it

Jussi, Joel Berglund and Leon Björker
27 December 1930
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boss himself wanted to perform. The year
playbill this was her third debut, followat the Salzburg Festival, which was covered
before there had been two guest perforing Senta the year before and Leonore in
in the Swedish press. By that time his
mances by the Vienna State Opera, but
Fidelio. Apart from a repeat of Senta, this
interpretation was certainly his own, but its
in
Stockholm
Opera
scenery,
with
Franz
was her entire performance history at the
roots could be found in his studies in Paris
Schalk conducting and well-known singers
theatre — three performances! She would
in the 1890s and influences from the Poramong whom Elisabeth Schumann and
remain at the opera until 1934, then sang all
tuguese Francisco d’Andrade, the leading
Richard Mayr are now the best-rememthe big roles for dramatic soprano in GerDon Giovanni of that time. Forsell’s Mozart
bered. Schalk would also conduct Forsell’s
many, and 1950 moved back to Stockholm
style can be studied in a complete Le nozze
one appearance at the Salzburg Festival in
where she became one of Berit Lindholm’s
di Figaro from 1937 which was issued with
August 1930, so to some extent this was an
teachers. There still are some in today’s
other Forsell recordings and exhaustive
exchange. Before Jussi’s debut Don Juan had
audiences who experienced Joel Berglund
notes by Carl-Gunnar Åhlén in a Caprice
not
been
given
for
a
year,
so
it
must
have
at the Stockholm Opera where he sang
album 1998 (4 CDs). It is fascinating and
seemed a very good idea to put it on with
1929-64 and in concert even later. By 1930
enlightening to consider how Jussi Björling’s
some new casting and in preparation for
he had already done a number of big and
style of singing was marked by two singers,
Forsell’s Salzburg visit.
small parts.
both of whose ideal was formed in the final
It was of course given in Swedish, exSo the performance boasted three
year of the 19th century: his father David
cept that Forsell is reported to have repeated
singers who all had sung at the Opera less
and John Forsell.
Fin ch’han dal vino in Italian, as he was in
than 1½ years. Such a rejuvenation must
Forsell liked to make guest appearthe habit of doing. In a review we learn that
have been preceded by rehearsals, even if
ances in his own theatre if some special
Jussi
only
sang
the
first
of
Ottavio’s
two
arias,
the production was old and their colleagues
occasion merited it. By this time his roles
“Dalla sua pace.” In Prague 1787 this was his
familiar with it. These must have taken
were Don Giovanni and the Count in Nozze
only aria — aria number two “Il mio tesoro”
place during the few weeks which had
di Figaro, but not many years earlier he also
was written for the opera’s Vienna premiere
passed since the early start of the season.
did the Flying Dutchman and Scarpia in
the next year, as a substitute for the first
In that time, Joel Berglund had sung eight
Tosca, roles he now had relinquished. His
aria. Mozart obviously thought of them as
times and Jussi three. Joel was also a Forsell
latest two Don Giovanni performances had
alternatives, but as they occur at different
student, and he must have instructed the
been in 1928 for his 60th birthday, and in
points in the opera most tenors nowadays
newcomers in detail. But had they met the
1929 when it was court conductor Armas
take
the
chance
to
sing
both.
To
limit
oneself
orchestra and the Don Juan old-timers? The
Järnefelt’s turn to reach the same age. Since
to “Dalla sua pace” as Jussi did at his debut
reviews don’t tell us, and the production
1910 Järnefelt was the normal conductor
can thus be seen as in keeping with Mozart’s
was not announced as restudied. Jussi’s
of the Stockholm Opera Don Juan. His
original intentions, although it may surprise
voice is described as sonorous, with a full
final Don Juan would be on Mozart’s 175th
us because the only part of the opera we
sound and well schooled, although one
birthday in January 1931, also a “festive
can now hear with Jussi Björling is “Il mio
reviewer thought that it did not sound quite
performance” with Forsell, Järnefelt — and
tesoro” which he did not sing at his debut,
free and therefore postponed his verdict on
Jussi Björling. Forsell limited his perforand probably not in his following Stockholm
the debutant. His movements are described
mances to such festivities and the Opera’s
performances
of
the
role.
The
final
sextet
as calm and natural, sensible — even
tours to the capitals of Sweden’s neighbours
may also have been omitted — a Swedish
though one writer advised him to avoid
and to Gothenburg. They were grand occaRadio opera guide from 1943 claims that it
bow-legs.
sions. Some of his admirers had certainly
“usually is not included”. Even so the singer,
The broadcast of course does not surheard him already when he, as a 27-year old
not yet 20, had been assigned a long and
vive. It would be a few years until Swedish
lieutenant (on leave) made his own three
complicated role by his boss, who furtherRadio had any recording equipment, and
debuts at the Opera in the spring of 1896
more was able to observe how well he did at
still longer before they decided to record
— in the temporary opera building, as the
only a few metres distance.
more than brief fragments of music broadpresent one was not inaugurated until 1898.
Jussi’s
predecessor
as
Don
Ottavio
casts. Their quality was not good enough for
Now that he himself was the head
since 1924 had been David Stockman, who
rebroadcasts, and when music illustrations
of the Opera and sang rarely, that festive
would remain at the Opera throughout
were needed in other programmes there
performance 20 August had a special
the 1930s but now left the role as Jussi
were commercial gramophone records. So
significance, as he took the opportunity to
took it over. Other newcomers were Käthe
why waste expensive lacquers and techintroduce some youngsters into an opera
Bernstein-Sundström and Joel Berglund as
nicians’ work on something not useful?
he knew all about. The production was
Donna Anna and Leporello, respectively.
from 1906, and in 1930 the “normal” Don
continued on page 30
Although it does not say so clearly on the
Giovanni was Carl Richter, except when the
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